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DRAKE, J.,

The plaintiff,  Carolyn Whitley,  appeals a judgment rendered in favor of

defendant, Baton Rouge General Niedical Center ( BRG), following a jury trial, in

which the jury found no fault on the part of BRG.  For the following reasons, we

affirm the judgment of the trial court.

FACTS AND PKOCEDURAL HISTORY

Whitley filed suit against BRG, claiming that she was injured on April 24,

2004,  while visiting her sister at the hospital and exiting an elevator.   Whitley

testified that she was on her way to the parking lot to retrieve her car so that her

sister could leave the hospital.   The floor of the elevatorl in which Whitley was

riding stopped about five inches below the first floor.  She was exiting the elevator

when she stumbled and was caught by Joyce Carr, who was standing outside the

elevator.  She would have fallen on her face, had Carr not caught her.  Whitley was

immediately put in a wheelchair and taken to the emergency room, because she

complained of pain and said she could not vvalk.    The emergency room notes

indicated that Whitley twisted herself when she was exiting an uneven elevator.

Whitley claimed that she injured her left leg and knee, because that is where she

put her weight when trying to catch hersel£  She also complained of neck and arm

pain from the tripping incident.  On cross examination, Whitley admitted that five

days before the accident, she saw a doctor for neck and low-back pain.

Dr.   Jack Loupe,   an orthopaedic surgeon,   testified that Whitley had

previously had two surgeries to her lower back and one to her upper back.  After

the elevator incident, her left knee exhibited mechanical symptoms, locking and

popping, which led to surgery on her left knee in December 2005.   Dr. Loupe

explained that mechanical symptoms are different from pain associated with

In the record, the witnesses refer to the elevator located in the front lobby as either elevator
A" or " 1."    
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inflammation.   Whitley' s history indicated '[ hat the mechanical symptoms began

with the accident at BRG in April 2004.    The surgery corrected a left-medial

meniscal tear.   Dr. Loupe explained, after being called on direct by the defense,

that the post-MRI did not show any abnormaliYies around the meniscus, indicating

that the resection that had been done had xiot been very large.  He did not know if a

small meniscus tear gave rise to her symptoms or not.   However, Dr. Loupe did

testify that the tripping event could cause a medial meniscus tear.  He also agreed

that the medical records stated that Whitley had degenerative arthritis in her left

knee before April 2004.  Therefore, Dr. Loupe could not say more probably than

not that Whitley' s 1eft knee pain was caused by the April 2004 accident, since he

was unaware of her previous complaints of knee pain.   However, upon re- direct,

Dr. Loupe agreed that no surgical treatment was recommended for Whitley until

after the April 2004 accident.  He further testified that he could conclude that the

April 2004 accident most likely caused her lrnee symptoms,   taking into

consideration the  ( 1)  history of a twisting-falling event,  ( 2)  development of

mechanical symptoms immediately after, (3) no treatment on Whitley' s knee prior

to the elevator incident, and ( 4) proof of a torn ieniscus.

The jury returned a verdict finding that BRG was not at fault for causing

plaintiff' s injury on April 24,  2004.    Whitley filed a motion for JNOV,  or

alternatively, for a new trial.  The trial court signed a judgment consistent with the

verdict of the jury on December 12,  2012.   On April 25,  2013, the trial court

denied Whitley' s motion for JNOV and new trial.

STANDARD OF REVIEW

A court of appeal may not overtum a judgment of a trial court unless there is

an error of law or a factual finding that is manifestly erroneous or clearly wrong.

MoNris v. Safeway Ins.  Co. ofLouisiana, 03- 1361  ( La. App. 1 Cir. 9/ 17/ 04), 897

So.  2d 616,  617,  writ denied,  04- 2572  (La.  12/ 17/ 04),  888 So.  2d 872.    The
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Louisiana Supreme Court has posited a two-part test for the appellate review of

facts in order to affirm the factual findings of the trier of fact:  (1) the appellate

court must find from the record that there is a reasonable factual basis for the

finding of the trier of fact; and ( 2) the appellate court must further determine that

the record establishes that the finding is not clearly wrong ( manifestly erroneous).

See Mart v. Hill, 505 So. 2d 1120, 1127 ( La. 1987).  Thus, if there is no reasonable

factual basis in the recard for the trier of fact' s finding, no additional inquiry is

necessary to conclude there was manifest enor.  However, if a reasonable factual

basis exists,  an appellate court may set aside a factual finding only if,  after

reviewing the record in its entirety, it determines the factual finding was clearly

wrong.  See Stobart v. State, through Dept. of Transp. and Dev., 617 So. 2d 880,

882 ( La.  1993); Moss v. State, 07- 1686 ( La. App. 1 Cir. 8/ 8/ 08), 993 So. 2d 687,

693, writ denied,  08- 2166 ( La.  11/ 14/ 08), 996 So. 2d 1092.   If the trial court' s

factual findings are reasonable in light of the record reviewed in its entirery, the

court of appeal may not reverse those findings, even though convinced that, had it

been sitting as the trier of fact, it would have weighed the evidence differently.

Smegal v. Gettys, 10- 0648 ( La. App. 1 Cir. 10/ 29/ 10), 48 So. 3d 431, 435.

With regard to questions of law,  appellate review is simply a review of

whether the trial court was legally correct or legally incorrect.  Hidalgo v.  Wilson

Certified E.p., Inc., 94- 1322 ( La. App. 1 Cir. 5/ 14/ 96), 676 So. 2d ll4, 116.   On

legal issues, the appellate court gives no special weight to the findings of the trial

court, but exercises its constitutional duty to review questions of law and render

judgment on the recard.  In re Mashburn Marital Trust, 04- 1678 ( La. App. 1 Cir.

12/ 29/ OS), 924 So. 2d 242, 246, writ denied, 06- 103 4 ( La. 9/ 22/ 06), 937 So. 2d

3 84.
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Althc ugli i' itley a 3igns n anle*°o z  arots,  they  can  se summarized as

claiming that t ie trir l couY erred in refasin to a e a specitic jury instruction

proposed by VV iitfl y, and that the j?- y er:° ? ca ± iridi.ng that BK was r.ot at fault

for the iiijuraes she incurred u=Yaile exi?in an eleti atar n fhe pre riises , f RG.

JNOV/New Trial

A JNOV may be granted on the issue of liability, damages; or both.   La.

C.C. P.  art.  1811( F).   The trial court must first determine whether the facts and

inferences point sa strongly anci  veruheimingly in lavor cf the plaintiff that

reasonable jurors could not arrive at a ec trary verdict.    In other words,  if

raasonable persons could hace arri- e  at th  same verdict,  given the evidence

presented to the jury, ther a JNOV is improper,  Wooa' v. Humphries,  11- 2161 ( La.

App. 1 Cir.  10/ 9i12},  103 So. 3d 11 5, ll lt, w-rit denied,  I2-2712 ( La. 2I22/ 13),

108 So. 3d 769.  The nnotion should e denied if there is eviderice opposed to the

motion which is of such quality and weight that reasonable and fair-minded

persons in the exercise of impartial juc gment might reach different conclusions.

Id.    71 e trial court should not evaluatE the crediUiiity of the ivitnesses,  and al_1

reasor.able inferences ar factual questions snculd be resolved ir, favor of the non-

moving party.   Id,   An appellate ourt re vie ing a trial court' s grant of a JNOV

employs the same criteria used bg the triai_ c.ourt in decidin whethez ta grant the

motion.   kF'ood v. Humphries, 11- 121 ( La. App. 1 ir, 10/9i12), 1Q3 So. 3d 1105,

I110, wYit enie,  12 271u La. 2f 2f13),  108 Sa 3d 769 ( citirzg Smith lz State,

Dep' t Txansp. & Dev_; 04- 1317 ( La. 3/ 11/ OS), 899 So. 2d 516, 525. Ln oYner wards,

the appellate court nnust determine whether the facts and inferences adduced at trial

point so overwhelmingly in favor of the moving party that reasonable persons

could not arrive at a contrary finding of fact.    Id.    If the answer is in the

affirmative,  then the appel_late court must a rtn the grant of the JNOV.    Id.
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However, if the appellaYe court eter.nine: that reasonable minds cQUld differ on

that finding, then xha trial court erred in granting ttie JNOV; and the jury verdict

should be reinstated.  Id.

Alterr:ati ely;  4i'hitley nlov: d for 2 new tr al.   ' 11: moiion for a new trial

requires 2 less sLrin ent test than a i jti<n iax a dt`('., in that suc: a de ermination

involves onl a ew trial and does c t ilepri e tlr. ar'ries of tY: eir right t have all

disputed issues resolved by a juz-.  Marroy v. Hertzak,  11- 0403 ( La. App.  1 Cir.

9i14/ ll),  77 So.  3d 307, 317.   A new trial shall be granted if the jury verdict

appears to be clearly aontrary to tFie law and the e ideuce.  La. C.C.Y. art. 1972( 1).

Also, a trial court may grant a new trial if there is some good ground therefor.  La.

C.C.P. art.  1973.   When considering a motion far a new trial, the trial court has

wide discretion.  See La. C. C. P. art. 1971_.

However, it is well settled in this circuit that an appeal of a denial of a

motion for new trial will be considered as an appeal of the judgment on the merits

wher. it is clear from tk e appeJlant' s brief`that tihe ap, eal was intended to-be on the

merits.  Nelsc n v.  Teachers ' Retiremerat 5vstern of'Louisiantt;  1G- 1190 ( La. App. 1

Cir. 2/ 11; 11), 57 So. 3d 587, 584 r,. ;; ' a penter v. Hann n, 01- 0467 ( La. App. 1

Cir. 3` 28/ 02), 8 18 So. 2d 226; 22-` 9, ; it uenied,  02- 170'7 fLa_  10i25/ 02), 827

C. 2d 1153.

This court znust first determine if the jui' s verdict was a reasonable one or

whether the cerdict is contrary to the 1aw and evidence.  See [' ood,  103 So. 3d at

l ll 0; see also La. C.C.P. art. 1972( 1).  

Omitted Jurv Char e

w'hitley proposed numerous specific jury iristructions,  but particularly

appeals the omission by the trial court of proposed jury instructian number 9,

which stated  " A drop,  or step dawn,  in the floor elevation,  if it presents an

unreasonable risk of harm, exposes the o-ovner to liability to the persons injuied by
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the condition."  To support her proposed iury nsYructinn, ' Vh.itley cited Tupper v.

StateF'arm Fr,'Ye & Cas. Co.; 553' So. 2d +£iiS L . App. 3 Cir. 1989) ar3d .Iohnson v.

Ac dian tlIedical Center,  Ine.,  52  So.  2d  17_  ( I:a.  App,  3 Cir.  198$).   BRG

objected to th;, ir.ciusi n of pzapos d jurv znsd- cgia,:b number 9, nd khe trial court

did not i c-iude i.t in t1 e inst uctions hi k were altimately ven tt ihe juiy.

The trial court is requirad to ins ruet jurors on the law applicat>le to the cause

submitted to them.  La. C. C.P. art. 1? 92( B); Abney v. Smith, 09- 079A ( L.a. App. 1

Cir. 2/ 8I10), 35 So. 3d 279, 285, writ denied, 10- 0547 ( La. Sl7/ 10), 34 So. 3d 864.

The trial court is responsible for reducing the possibility of confusing the jury and

may exercise the right to decide what law is applica le and what law the trial court

deems inappropriate.  Id.  The charge must correctly state the law and be based on

evidence adduced at tz-ial.  Id.   Adequate jury instructions are those that fairly and

reasonably point out the issues and provide correct principles of law far thz jury to

apply to those issues.  Ad- rrzs v. Rhodia, Tnc.,  0?- 2110 ( La. 5/ 21i08), 983 So. 2d

798,  804.    The triai judge is under no obligation to g?ve any spacific jury

instn ctions that may be submitted by eith.er party;  the judge must,  however,

correctly charge the jury.  If the t ial court omits an applicable,  essential legal

principle, its instruction does not adequately set forth the issues to be decided by

the jury and may constitute reversible error.  Id.  Cocrelative to the judge' s duty to

charge the jury as to the law applicable in a case is a responsibility to require that

the jury receives only the correct law.  Id.

Louisiana jurisprudence is well establishec[  that an appellata court must

exercise great restraint before it reverses a jury ierdict because of er-oneous jury

instructions.      Trial courts are given broad discretion in fonnulating jury

instructions and a txial court judgment should not be reversed so long as the charge

correctly states the substance ofthe law.  Id.
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In the assessment of an allegedly erroneous jury instruction, it is the duty of

the reviewing court to assess such impropriety in light of the entire jury charge to

determine if the charges adequately provide the correct principles of law as applied

to the issues framed in the pleadings and the evidence and whether the charges

adequately guided the jury in its deliberation.    Ultimately,  the determinative

question is whether the jury instructions misled the jury to the extent that it was

prevented from dispensing justice.  Id.

Determining whether an erroneous jury instruction has been given requires a

comparison of the degree of error with the jury instructions as a whole and the

circumstances of the case.  Id.   Because the adequacy of jury instruction must be

determined in the light of jury instructions as a whole, when small portions of the

instructions are isolated from the context and are erroneous, enor is not necessarily

prejudicial.  Id.  Furthermore, the manifest error standard for appellate review may

not be ignored unless the jury charges were so incorrect or so inadequate as to

preclude the jury from reaching a verdict based on the law and facts.  Id.  Thus, on

appellate review of a jury trial,  the mere discovery of an enor in the judge' s

instructions does not of itself justify the appellate court' s conducring the equivalent

of a trial de novo,  without first measuring the gra ity or degree of error and

considering the instructions as a whole and the circumstances of the case.  Id.

In the instant case, the jury was instructed regarding the applicable law and

the duties of BRG to maintain and repair the eievator at issue.   The trial court

specifically stated:          

In order for the defendant, [ BRG], to be liable in this case, the

plaintiff must prove by a preponderance of the evidence that, number
1, [ BRG] had custody of the elevator on which this accident occurred;
two, the elevator was defective because it had a condition that created

an unreasonable risk ofharm; three, [ BRG] knew or, in the exercise of
reasonable care, should have known of a defect; and, four, the defect

could have been prevented by the exercise of reasonable care and
BRG] failed to exercise such reasonable care.
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Custody of the Ylaing me ris that [ BRCa] was the o-wner of the
elevator in its hospital or was in a positi n to exercise supervision or

control oder the elevaior and to dr w a benefit from it.  In deter:nining
whether the conditiorz preser.ted an u*u easanable risk of harm,  the
defect must be of such a narare s t constihzte a darigerous condition

which would reasonably be expected t cause injury to a person using
ordinary care under the same carcuznstatices.

In reaching a dztei-min«tion at tn s issae, yQU may consider any
past histary of t.he elevator, tbe degxee ta which any darge could be
observed by a potential victim or a i,y othear factors which 3 ou find are
relevant, then you de?:,rmin u lhethe  BIi;  kr ew or shoul i have

known the  [ vice or]  fne defect or kriew that it either had  actual]
Icilowledge of the defect or it had constructive knuwledge of the
defect.

Construative knowledge imposes a duty upon a person who
owns ar has custody of a thing to disco° er defects in the thing.  One is
presumed to have constructive knowledge of the defect when it has

existed far such a long period of time that one should have had
knowledge of he condition.

Property owners are not the insurer[ sj of the safety of [their
visitors], but they ao have a duty to keep their premises in a safe
condition far use in a manner consistent with the purposes for which

they are intended.   The premises do not have to be kept in perTect
condition.    It is the duty of the owner of a thing presenting an
unreasonable risk of ha*_m t  provide adequate and reasonable

warning to the person using 9be area.

After reviewin the proposed jury i: truction number 9 and the enziret} r of

the actual jury instructians given by the tri l court,  we believe the jury was

adequately ?nsireicte as to the law regar ing premi es liability.   The trial court

correctly in tructed thz jury that to ixid 3RCT Izable, he jury liad to fuld ( 1) BRG

had custody of the elevator,  ( Z j tne elevat r was defective T ecause it had a

condition which presented an unreasonable risk of harm,  ( 3)  BRG,  with the

exercise of reasonable care, knew or should have kno-wn of the defect, and ( 4) the

defect could have been prevented with the exercise of reasonable care.   The trial

court was under no duty to give a speci c jury instruction as to either a step up or a

step down.   The jury instruction offered by Whitley would have done nothing to

aid the jury any mara than the instructions gi° en by the trial cvwrt,  Tl erefore, the

trial court dia not commit error in amitting Whitley' s prop sed jury instz°uction

number 9.
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Premises Liabilitv

Whitley' s theory of liability is primarily + ased on Lo zisiana Civil Code

articles 2317,  2317. 1, and 2322.   The pertinent arricles pro ide liability for the

owner or cusY dian of property, as follows:

ArY. 2317. .Acts of others and of things in custody

We are responsible, not only for ttie damage occasioned by our
own act, but for that which is caused by the act of persons for whom
we are answerable; or of the things which we have in our custody....

Art. 2317. 1. Damage caused by ruin, vice, or defect in things

The owneN or eustodian of a thing is answerable for damage
occasioned by its ruin,  vice,  or defect,  only upon a showing that he
knew o; in the xercise ofYeasonable care, sltould have known of the
ruin, vice, or defect whicti caused the dar,zage, that the damage could

have been pNevented by the exercise oj reasonable caNe, and that he
failed to exercise such reasonable care. Nothing in this Article shall
preclude the court from the application of the doctrine of res ipsa

loquitur in an appropriate case,  ( Emphasis added).

Art. 2322. Damage caused by ruin of building

The owner of a building is answerable for the damage
occasioned by its ruin, when this is caused by neglect to repair it, or
when it is the result of a vice or defect in its original construction.

However, he is answerable for damages only upon a showing that he
knew or, in the exercise of reasonable care, should have known of the
vice or defeci which caused the damage, thczt the damage could have

been prevQnted by the exercise of reasonable care, and thrzt he failed
to ex rcis  such reasondble care.  Nathing in this Article stiall
preclude the co.zrt from the. application af the doctrine of res ipsa

loquitur in an appropriate case.  ( Emphasis added).

Initially, we note that the parties on appeal argue as to whefher BRG had

custody of the elevator.  BRG claims it had no custody of the elevator, because it

had contracted the repair and maintenance of all its elevators to Thysser.Krupp.

The Louisiana Supreme Court in Broussard v.  State through Of ice of State

Buildings,  12- 1238  ( La.  4/ 5/ 13),  113 So.  3d 175,  182,  noted that even though

elevators are not " buildings," as referred to in Louisiana Civil Code articles 2317
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and 2322, they are compon nt parts of a building.  Whether a thing attached Lo a

building,  such as an elevator, is part o£ the building is depend ent upon several

factors: ( 1) how securely the thing is attached to the building, ( 2) the permanence

of the attachment, and ( 3) whether the attachment would be considered permanent

under the CivYI C de a.,-ticles re L;lating property rights.  id.   As in Broussard, we

find the elevator at issue was atta, hed to the building and, under Louisiana Ci il

Code articles 465 and 456, was a component part of the bnilding.  Therefore, the

elevator was in the custody of BRG.

Unreasonablv DanE rous Condition

Under Articie 2322, a plaintiff must prove the following elements to hold the

owner of a building liable far the damages caused by the building' s ruin or a

defective component: ( 1) ownership of the building; ( 2) the owner knew or, in the

exercise of reasonable care,  should have known of the ruin or defect;  (3)  the

damage could have been prevented by the exexcise of reasonable care;  ( 4) the

defendant failed to exercise such reasonable care; and ( 5) causation.  La. C.C. art.

2322; Brou,ssarc,  ll3 So. 3d at 182- 83.   The jurisprudence als requires that the

ruinous building ar its defective eompoilent part create an anreasonable risk of

harm.  Broussard, 113 So. 3d at 183.

The owner of a building is not responsi le fox all injuries resulting from any

risk posed by his building.   Entrevia v. He od, 427 So. 2d 1146, 1149 ( La. 1983).

Rather, he is responsible only for those injuries caused by an unreasonable risk of

harm to others. Id.   It is the fact- finder' s role to determine whether a defect is

unreasonably dangerous in light of the facts and circumstances of each particular

case.  Reed v, Wal-Mart Stores, Inc., 97- 1174 ( La. 3/ 4/ 98), 708 So. 2d 362, 364.

In Broussard, a delivery driver, who sustained a back injury while pulling a

loaded dolly into a misaligned elevator, brought a premises liability action against

the state, who owned the building.  Following a jury trial, the trial court awarded
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the driver damages based on the percentages of fault assigned by the jury.   This

court reversed, holding that the jury' s determination that the misaligned elevatar

was an unreasonable risk of harm was manifestly erroneous.    On review,  the

Louisiana Supreme Court noted that the primary issue was whether the defect in

the building' s elevators created an unreasonable risk of harm, thereby subjecting

the state to liability under La. C.C. art. 2322.  Broussard,  113 So. 3d at 183.  The

court explained that it is axiomatic that the issue of whether a duty is owed is a

question of law, and the issue of whether a defendant has breached a duty owed is

a question of fact.   Broussard,  113 So. 3d at 185. Because the determination of

whether a defect is unreasonably dangerous necessarily involves a myriad of

factual considerations,  varying from case to case,  the court held that the cost-

benefit analysis employed by the fact- finder in making this determination is mare

properly associated with the breach, rather than the duty, element of our duty-risk

analysis.  Id.

Applying those precepts, the court in Broussard concluded that the record

contained a reasonable factual basis to support the jury' s determination that the

misalignment presented an unreasonable risk of harm to the delivery driver.

Broussard, 113 So. 3d at 186.  Moreover, the court found that the record supported

a finding that the elevator' s condition was not an open and obvious hazard, as the

defect was not readily apparent to all who encountered it.  Broussard, 113 So. 3d at

186.   Although the driver testified that he was aware of the misalignment, there

was ample testimony highlighting other instances of employees either tripping or

falling on the elevatars in the building after failing to notice they were misaligned.

Broussard,  113 So.  3d at 189.   Thus, the court concluded that the risk of harm

created by the defect was significant when weighed against the elevator' s social

utility and the cost ofpreventing the harm.  Broussard,  113 So. 3d at 186.
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In Broussard;   the state'  expert safety cansul+ant conced d on cross-

examination ihat thz public does not ord'rnarily anticip te affse s betiveer_the floors

of ele-vators ana buildings.    Broussarr  1 J   So.  3d at 187.    FurChermore,  the

evidence in BroussaYd was that the elevators in the building freque.ntly failed to

stop at a level flus with the buiidii-g' s floc rs, thereby, presenting a significant and

likely risk of harm, which was exacerbated by the fact that pedestrians do not

ordinarily anticipate an offset when entering and exiting elevatars.  Broussarcl, 113

So. 3d at 187.

The Louisiana Supreme Court has emphasized " that each case involving an.

unreasonable risk of harm analysis must be judged under its own unique set of

facts and circumstiances.  There is no bright- line zule.  The fact- intensive nature of

our risk-utility analysis will inevitably lead to divergent results."  Broussard,  i 13

So. 3d at 191 ( citations omitted).

Although the facts of the preserit case appear very sirrxilar to Broussard,

there are some important distinctions.  Denise Burleigh, a BRG security employee,

testified that although the A and B elevators were out of order sometimes, she had

no idea of tkze reason they did not function properly at times.   She dxd know that

hospital rnaintenance personnei occasionall j  had to opert the d ors on the

elevators.  Bnrleigh also testified that the repo: t she ivrote he day of the incident

indicated that Whitley was on numerous medications, including Z loft, Ultram,

Flexeril, ar.id Neurontin.

Lori Parker, a ThyssenKrupp Elevator employee, went through the records

of January 1, 2004, to April 30, 2004, on elevator 1.   While Whitley peinted out

that there were thirty-six maintenance or repair tickets in this time frame, many of

those were for regular, preventative maintenance.  Parker also testifiec that most of

the repair records were for the doors being stuck.    There were no records of
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ThyssenKrupp performing any mairztenance wher elevatar 1 stopped unlevel or

below the level of the floor.

Alan Jochem,  the BRG directur of facility maintenance, testified that the

hospital maintenance personnel did not repair th elevators.  He did r.ot agree that

elevator Y was pro' lematic, and believed at *.he time of this accident, it zvas in good

operating conditian.

Sharee Dauenhaur warked at the desk qf BRG at the time of the accident.

She testified that elevator 1 had the most usage, so it broke down more.  Most of

the time the problem with elevator 1 was the opening or closing of the doors.

Dauenhaur was the only witness who offered testimony that the problem of

elevator 1 not stopping level with the floor " seems familiar."   She further stated

with regard to the misalignment, " There' s times when that happened.   It wasn' t

frequent, like when the doors don' t open and close.'  She admitted that when she

was in the elevator,  she had experienced the doors not opening,  but had never

experienced the elevator stopping unlevel with the floor and had never tripped.

Furthermore, she could not remember if she aver reported the elevator not being

level with the floor.

Unlike Broussard, this case did not contain testimony as ta repeated tripping

incidents ofpeople entering and exiting th elevator.  Only Dauenhaur testified that

she had ever seen ihe elevator stop unlevel with the floor,  and she could not

remember reporting it to anyone.  The other witnesses who testified stated that they

had no knowledge of elevator 1 stopping unlevel with the floor.   Jochem even

testified that elevator 1 was in good operative condition prior to the accident.  The

records of ThyssenKnipp contained no calls from BRG or repair trips for a

misalignment of the elevator floor:  Whitley makes much of the fact that BRG did

not keep any hospital records as to the repair of any of the elevators.   However,

Whitle}  did not put on any evidence,  such as other testimony,  that elevator 1
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repeatedly rnisaligned with tlhe floor,   T'he primary evidence was that the doors

repeatedly became stuck;   but Yh re   +•as no evidence that tk e doors were

unreasonabl dangerous or that the doors had any- corralation to the elevator being

misaligned with the lobby fl oor.   Furthermore,  there was no evidence that the

amounY of service provided by ThyssenKrupp was unusual or indicative of a

defective condition.  Whitley did not put on any expert evidence as to the elevator

being defective.  In Broussard,  113 So. 3d at 187, the state' s safety expert admitted

on cross-examination that the public does not ordinarily anticipate offsets between

the floors of elevatars and buildings.  No such evidence was presented by Whitley

to the jury in this case.

Under the manifest error doctrine,  we hold a reasonable basis exists to

support the jury' s factual determination that the five- inch offset between the floor

of the elevator and the floor of the hospital did not present an unreasc nable risk of

harm.   Furthermore, the jury verdict is not clearly- contrary to Iaw and evidence.

Therefore, the trial court properly denied the JNOV and the motion for new trial.

Causation

Additionally, this court notes that even had Whitley proven that elevator 1

was unreasonably dangerous, the jury in this case may have denied liability on the

part of BRG fur lack of causation.   The jury found that BRG had no fault in

Whitley' s accident.   One element of proving liability is causation.   Whether an

accident caused a person' s injuries is a question of fact and should not be reversed

absent manifest error.  Housley v. Cerise, 579 So. 2d 973, 975 ( La. 1991).  Plaintiff

must prove, by a preponderance of the evidence, the existence of the injnries and a

causal connection between the injuries and the accident.   Grimes v. Maison Des

Ami ofLouisiana Inc.,  12- 1762 ( La. App. 1 Cir. 7/ 24/ 13), _ Sa 3d _ 2013 WL

5979326,  wrat denied,  13- 2183  ( La.  1ll22/13),  126 So.  3d 491.    The test to

determine if that burden has been met is whether the plaintiff proved through
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medical testimony that it is more probable than not that the injuries were caused by

the accident.   Id.    Generally,  the effect and weight to be given medical expert

testimony is within the broad discretion of the fact finder.   Id.   The law is well

settled that where the testimony of expert witnesses differs, the trier of fact has

great,  even vast, discretion in determining the credibility of the evidence, and a

finding in this regard % ill not be overturned unless it is clearly wrong.   Cotton v.

State Farm Mutual Automobile Insurance Comparry,  10- 1609  ( La.  App.  1 Cir.

5/ 6/ 11), 65 So. 3d213, 220, writdenied, 11- 1084 (La. 9/ 2/ 11), 68 So. 3d 522.

The jury in the present case may very well have found that Whitley did not

prove that this incident caused her injuries.  The evidence before the jury was that

Whitley did not fall, but was caught by Joyce Carr.  The jury may have found that

the tripping incident did not cause the injuries complained of by Whitley.  Whitley

admitted she had seen a doctor for neck and back pain five days before the

accident.   She had undergone two previous surgeries to her lower back and one to

her upper back.  After surgery to her left knee, the medical records showed a small

meniscus tear.   Dr. Loupe admitted that he was unaware of Whitley having left

knee complaints prior to the April 2004 accident, and therefare, could not say more

probably than not that this accident caused her left knee pain.   However, he did

retract that statement on redirect examination.   Furthermore, the medical records

indicated that Whitley had degenerative arthritis in her left lrnee before Apri12004.

Dr. Loupe did not treat Whitley until May 2007.

It is well settled that a court of appeal may not set aside a trial court' s or a

jury' s finding of fact in the absence of "manifest error"  or unless it is " clearly

wrong,"  and where there is conflict in the testimony, reasonable evaluations of

credibility and reasonable inferences of fact should not be disturbed upon review,

even though the appellate court may feel that its own evaluations and inferences

are as reasonable.  Rosell v. Esco, 549 So. 2d 840, 844 ( La. 1989); Stobart v. State,
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DOTD, 617 So. Zd 880; 882-$ 3 ( La. 1993); Givens v. Givens, 10- 0680 (La. App. 1

Cir.  12/ 22%1 0), 53 So. 3d ?20, 72.   ' I'hus, when the fact finc er is prasented with

two permissible v%ews of the ev. dence;  the fact finder' s choice between them

cannot be nanife tly erroneous or clearly wrong.   Stobart;  617 So.  2d at 883;

Givens, 53 Sb. 3d at 718- 29.  ddirio allv, re , 1? e fact find r' s cc nclusior s are

based on determianations regarding Yhe redibilitv of a witness, the rnanifzst error

standard demands great deference to the trier of fact, because only the trier of fact

can be aware of the variations in demeanar and tone of voice that bear so heavily

on the listener' s understanding and belief in what is said. Rosell, 549 So. 2d at 844;

Givens, 53 So. 3d at 729.

Furthermare, the fact finder is not required to give any extra credence to the

testimony of experts.   Harris v: State ex rel. Dept.  of Ti ânsp. and Developmerat,

07- 1566 ( La. App. 1 Cir. 11i10/ 08), 997 So. 2d 849, 866, writ denied, 0$- 2886 ( La.

2/ 6/ 09), 999 So. 2d 785.  It is well settled in Louisiana that the fact nder is not

bound by the testimony of an expert, but sach testimony is to be weighed the same

as any other e- idence.  Id.  The fact finder may accept or reject in whoi or in part

the opinion expressed by an expert.  Id.   The eftect and weight to be given expert

testimony is within the trial courk' s broad discretion:  _Mo gan v. S'tate Farrrz Fire

and Cas. Cv., Inc., 07- 0334 ( La. App. 1 Cir 111/ 2/ 07), 978 So. 2d 94L 946.

On review of the record, we conclude that xhe jury' s finding of no fault on

the part of BRG is supported by the record and is not manifestly erroneous,

Res Ipsa Loquitor

Whitley claims that this case is govErned by the doctrine o res ipsa loquitur,

which permits a jury to infer negligence from the circumstances of the event

causing injury.   Cangelosi v.  Our Lady of the Lake Regional Medial Center, 564

So.  2d 654,  665 ( La  1989).    Whitely did submit a proposed jury instruction

regarding the doctrine of res ipsa loquitur.   The instructions actually given to the
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jury did not contain that proposed instruction:   iVe note that w'Yiitley does not

direct this court to any objectior_ in the record to the lack of an instruction on res

ipsa loquitur,  nor can one be found from review of the record.   See Dardeau v.  

ANdoin, 97- 144 ( La. App. 3 C'ir. 1 ll5/ 971, 703 So. 2d 695, 697- 98, wNit denied, 98-

0359 ( La. 3/ 2?/ 98); 716 So. 2d 889.   V6'hitiey cannot now complain of the trial

court' s omiss on of a jury instruction on the applieation of res ipsa loquitur on

appeal.  See La. C.C.P. art. 1793( C).

CONCLL'SION

For the foregoing reasons, the judgment of the trial court is affirmed.  Costs

of the appeal are assessed to the plaintiff, Carol3 n A. Whitley.

AFFIRI ZED.
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